
1  36 inch rip and 25 inch square tile on 
diagonal will allow users to manage large tile 
with ease

2  Powerful 15 amp motor to cleanly cut 
through the toughest tile

3  Advanced water spray system includes the 
Rubi Zero Dust water spray capture system 
to bring the finest water particles back to 
the tank and keep the work area clean

4  Machined aluminum table with overmold 
glides along a patented rail system with the 
precision demanded by tile professionals

- Large 5-gallon water tub separates waste water from sediment 
to extend pump life and provide cleaner water to the blade.

- The Python cooling system’s adjustable height brings water 
directly to the cut for improved blade cooling and a cleaner cut.

- Adjustable laser guide enables fast alignment for custom 
diagonals, L-cuts, and non-through cuts by aligning the laser 
line with each mark for the cut.

- Quick-Set stand helps setup and breakdown the saw quickly 
while the 8 inch wheels provide mobility for the entire saw 
across the jobsite in one simple trip.

- Patented Python cooling system efficiently cools the blade.
- Patented rail design allows for fast table adjustments and help 

protect the table roller while cleaning the saw.
- Patented Easy-Ratchet stand locking system automatically 

locks stand in both operating and transport positions with an 
intuitive quick release for fast setup.

- The toolless arbor lock and onboard tool storage makes blade 
changing easy.

INCLUDED!

Ref. 31900
Arrowhead 10"

The DT 10in MAX is a portable over-head electric wet saw and is designed to handle professional tile jobs.  
This powerful tile saw is recommended for cutting ceramic, porcelain, stone, and glass tile.

DT-10IN MAX

DT-10IN MAX  

REF 26994

Voltage  120V-60 Hz.USA  

RPM 4000

DT-10IN MAX  36" 25" 3 1/2” 7/8” 5/8" 10" 63x36.8x48.4 100 Lb 1

15 Amps 3 1/2" mm
inch
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